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Abstract

Why do some armed groups escalate their campaigns to civil war, while others

do not? Only 27% of campaigns between 1970 and 2012 ever became violent enough

to surpass the threshold commonly used to demarcate the onset of “civil conflict.” I

develop an explanation that argues this variation occurs because of an information

problem. States rely on intelligence about proto-rebel strength to prevent emerging

rebel threats from growing more violent, but two scenarios make it harder to get this

response right, increasing the risk of civil war. I compile a set of group-level risk

indicators for civil war and apply machine learning methods to test the predictive

ability of these indicators. The results show less visible campaigns are most at risk for

civil war, but the predictive accuracy of these indicators varies across states. These

findings advance understanding about why civil wars begin and the effect of uncertainty

on conflict.
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1 Introduction

Why do some armed group campaigns escalate to civil war, while most do not? Using an

original dataset, I show that only 27% of the 878 armed groups formed between 1970 and

2012 became violent enough for their campaigns to surpass the 25-battle death threshold,

often used to demarcate the onset of “civil conflict.”1 Only 8% of armed group campaigns

surpassed the higher “civil war” threshold of 1000 fatalities per year.

Existing research tends to focus on variation in civil war risk across countries, or across

ethnic groups within countries.2 However, a large amount of civil war variation occurs

within countries – that is, some armed group campaigns intensify in violence and others do

not within the same country – and so cannot be explained by country-level characteristics

like state strength. Similarly, any given ethnic group can field distinctly different types of

armed groups of which only a small proportion – 35% – escalate.

This article develops a framework to explain civil war onset both across and within

countries. I argue that escalation depends on how a state allocates resources to prevent

emerging threats from growing more violent.3 The state allocates more effort to counter

armed groups with an observably higher threat potential and less effort to counter armed

1Armed groups that reach the civil war violence threshold are often referred to as rebel

groups. See Byman (2008) and Lewis (2017) for more on the distinction between proto-rebel

armed groups and rebel groups.
2See, for example, cross-national research on the determinants of civil war onset in

Fearon and Laitin (2003), Collier and Hoeffler (2004), and Hegre and Sambanis (2006) and

ethnic group-level research in Cederman et al. (2010), Condra (2010), Roessler (2011), and

Cunningham (2013).
3These responses can include, but are not limited to, policy concessions, political

accommodations, legal proscriptions, policy restrictions, policing, or the use of military force.

The theory section elaborates on when the state is more likely to accommodate, rather than

suppress, armed groups to deter future violence.
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groups with an observably lower threat potential. Because a state often conditions its

counterinsurgency response based on ex ante observable indicators of proto-rebel strength,

these capability indicators tend to poorly predict whether a campaign escalates to civil

war. In essence, the state’s counter-efforts “neutralize” the effect of these conventional risk

indicators on the probability of civil war.4 Instead, the type of armed group most likely to

escalate its campaign is one where the state had the most ex ante uncertainty about the

group’s prospects. Higher levels of uncertainty lead to a higher probability that the state’s

response is mismatched against the group’s threat potential, leading to either too much or

too little effort against the nascent group.5

The central prediction of this “neutrality” logic is that available information about an

armed group should poorly predict escalation to civil war within relatively strong states that

have the necessary resources to neutralize even moderately capable threats. In contrast, even

if a resource-constrained – or weak – state has observable indicators that an armed group is

strong, it might struggle to strategically allocate enough resources to contain a group. This

argument thus implies that there should be a stronger relationship between initial observable

indicators of armed group capability and civil conflict in relatively weak states.

Empirically, I use the list of armed groups in the Global Terrorism Database to identify

857 proto-rebel organizations and match overlapping entries to the list of rebel groups in the

Uppsala Armed Conflict Database. I draw on existing literature on rebel organization and

4This is similar to the efficient market hypothesis in financial economics. Attempts to

“beat the market” by predicting when stocks will increase in value do poorly because current

prices already reflect available information about the stock’s potential (Malkiel and Fama

1970; Fama 1991).
5Concurrent with existing terrorism research on provocation, I argue that excessive

counterinsurgency efforts can spur a backlash and inadvertently increase the group’s capacity

to intensify violent activities (Crenshaw 1981; Lake 2002; Kydd and Walter 2006; Sullivan

2016).
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capability to identify conventional risk indicators for civil war.6 For each armed group, I then

code 25 different organizational characteristics associated with these ex ante observable risk

indicators of group capability, such as ideology, combat experience, or ethnic membership.

Using supervised learning methods, I test how well these organizational risk indicators

predict civil war across countries and then examine which indicators are the most relevant

predictors of civil war within countries. I first show that group-level information performs

significantly worse in predicting which armed group campaigns escalate in relatively strong

states as compared to relatively weak states. Second, I present suggestive evidence that

group-level indicators which plausibly measure more uncertainty (e.g. newer groups) are

associated with escalation to civil war in both weak and strong states. For example,

50% of rebel campaigns transition to civil war within two years of initiating violence. In

contrast, variable importance plots indicate group-level characteristics associated with ex

ante capability (e.g. veteran fighters) are relevant predictors in weak states, but not in

strong states.

Collectively, the theory and evidence suggest that, in relatively strong states, we should

often expect to be surprised by which armed group campaigns erupt into larger conflicts,

and that improving intelligence is critical to reduce conflict risk. In these countries, the path

to civil war is the result of a strategic interaction between the state government and violent

non-state actors that counterintuitively makes observable group capabilities less relevant

than hard-to-observe features. By contrast, we should expect these surprises to arise less

frequently in countries that are too weak to address even a clearly visible threat.

This article contributes to the literature on civil war onset in several ways. Empirically, it

examines a potential selection bias in existing studies. A growing body of literature asks why

some rebel groups lead to longer civil wars or more successful outcomes, with an emphasis on

group-level characteristics, such as political origins, size, and policy aims.7 I argue that these

outcomes, however measured, are the result of a selection effect gatekeeping which armed

6See Buhaug (2006), Weinstein (2006), Staniland (2014), and Lewis (2017).
7See, for example, Cunningham et al. (2009), Fortna (2015), and Braithwaite et al.
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groups even get to this rebel stage. If these selection issues are not taken into account,

then direct reasoning between rebel group characteristics and particular outcomes can be

hazardous.

Theoretically, it advances a group-level explanation of civil war and conflict escalation

dynamics. Existing research examining the links between country-level characteristics and

civil war brushes over within-state variation. Theories that stress state capacity might

imply that armed groups with larger ex ante capabilities are most likely to lead to civil war.

However, these theories cannot explain not why the state successfully represses only some

armed groups within these countries nor how the state decides to allocate costly resources

across multiple armed groups.

The story developed here suggests government uncertainty plays a much bigger role in

explaining civil war onset than previously realized, especially in relatively strong states.

Civil war scholars often favor commitment problems over information problems to explain

escalation escalation dynamics on the basis that fighting should resolve uncertainty about

capabilities and resolve fairly quickly. Shocks and power shifts can certainly create commitment

problems that increase the probability of these conflicts. In other cases, commitment problems

related to power-sharing and disarmament can remain the “critical barrier” to ending civil

wars.8 But I argue uncertainty and information problems may be critical to explain how

many civil wars start – as the result of the state’s poor intelligence, mistakes, and misallocation

– without precluding the possibility commitment problems arise later on.

The empirical analysis presented in this article is non-standard in that the main hypothesis

tests how well a large set of indicators predict an outcome, civil war. This stands in contrast

to the more standard approach in which the scholar employs parametric regression methods

to estimate how and whether a particular set of indicators has a statistically significant

(2019).
8See, for example, Walter (1997, 2009), Fearon (2004), Powell (2004, 2006), and

Cunningham (2013).
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relationship with civil war. Because the theory’s implications concern predictive success

rather than parameter estimates, I use machine-learning techniques to develop a classification

model that optimizes predictive accuracy on an out-of-sample set of cases. In this way, the

measure of predictive success is not conditional on the choice of any particular functional

form and the results are less susceptible to problems of overfitting (Ward et al. 2010).

In the remainder of this article, I build my case to explain this puzzle. I use insights

from the efficient market literature to show how using an armed group’s ex ante observable

characteristics to shape state efforts leads them to be good predictors of non-escalation, but

poor predictors of conflict. Instead, an armed group’s propensity for civil war is a function

of relative uncertainty over its capabilities. I develop a simple framework to illustrate

these intuitions and identify how different risk indicators might map onto an armed group’s

potential trajectory. Machine learning techniques tests the predictive accuracy of these

indicators and proposes which risk factors are more important than others. The results

show that strong armed groups in weak states and less visible armed groups in strong states

are most likely to lead to civil war.

2 Existing Explanations

Since the end of the Cold War, civil war has become the most prevalent form of conflict,

but few theories have developed to explain why some armed groups transition into full-blown

rebel groups.9 Cross-national research argues rebel groups arise in weak states where conditions

favor guerrilla warfare and hinder counterinsurgency efforts. Specifically, civil war is more

common in states with rough, mountainous terrain, political instability, access to natural

resource wealth, and low state capacity (Buhaug and Gates 2002; Fearon and Laitin 2003;

Hegre and Sambanis 2006).

To explain the inverse relationship between state capacity and civil war, scholars have

9See Lewis (2017) as an important exception on armed groups within weak states.
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proposed a set of different commitment problems to explain the escalation dynamics behind

civil war. For some, collapsed states create incentives for competing ethnic armed groups to

launch preventive wars against each other in a bid for their own security (Posen 1993). For

others, weaker states are more vulnerable to shocks and shifts in relative capabilities. Fearon

(2004) identifies, for example, that shocks in weak states can temporarily constrain their

capabilities, creating a commitment problem. During this shock, the state cannot credibly

agree to accommodate the armed group’s demands because the armed group knows the state

will repress them once the shock dissipates, leading to a bargaining failure and civil war.

Civil wars may also occur because power-sharing agreements create a commitment problem

between co-conspirators over the future distribution of power. Rulers resolve this through

coup-proofing methods that increase their vulnerability to potential insurgent challenges,

raising the risk of civil war (Roessler 2016).

The primary gap in much of this work is that it overlooks how much variation occurs

between groups, especially within the same country. If all states experiencing civil wars were

relatively weak, then we would expect the proportion of reasonably capable armed group

campaigns escalating in these states to be near one. Yet, evidence for this prediction is mixed.

Figure 2.1 shows the proportion of armed groups that surpass the civil war violence threshold

relative to the number of armed groups operating in each country. While some poorer

countries – like Sierra Leone, Mali, and Burundi – see nearly all armed group campaigns

eventually transition to civil war, other countries – like Nepal, Egypt, and Colombia – see

relatively few rebel groups emerge.

The fact that some armed groups escalate their struggles to civil war while others do not

– especially within the same country – suggests state capacity is important, but insufficient,

to understand group-level variation. Omitting information about armed group campaigns

that never lead to civil war can create a selection bias in understanding the causes of civil war

(Lewis 2017; Gleditsch and Bartusevicius 2019). Further, inferences about the conditions

for civil war based on macro-level data can create an ecological fallacy by generalizing
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country-level conditions describe the local conditions where conflicts erupt (Robinson 1950;

Carter et al. 2019). If these generalizations are inaccurate, then scholars may wrongly

attribute certain risk factors to civil war onset that, in reality, have little bearing on it.

In order to address these limits, newer work focuses on explaining civil war variation

across ethnic groups, focusing on differences in political power, geographic location, or degree

of fragmentation (Cederman et al. 2010; Condra 2010; Roessler 2011; Cunningham 2013).

However, the level of analysis can - and should - go even deeper or else risk creating another

type of ecological fallacy. Ethnic groups often field different types of armed groups. For

example, the Palestinian movement produced radically different groups like Hamas and the

Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine. Similarly, the Kashmir movement produced

different groups like Lashkar-e-Taiba and the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front. Despite

being from the same ethnic group, violent non-state actors may interact differently with the

same state, resulting in different outcomes. This paper fills this gap by examining the

strategic logic behind civil war escalation at the armed group level.

I argue an informational theory of war could start to explain group-level variation.

Scholars sometimes discount information problems as a cause of civil war because of how

long they last. At the same time, information problems in civil war settings are not new

(c.f. Pye 1964, Taber 1965, Nagl 2002). An armed group has incentives to avoid detection or

else risk destruction. This creates uncertainty about an armed group’s capabilities making

it difficult to pursue effective counterinsurgency strategies in response. In the next section,

I build on this insight to develop a theory of civil conflict.
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Figure 2.1: Within-State Variation in Civil War, 1970-2012 The mean occurrence
of civil war by country plotted as the ratio of the number of armed groups that eventually
become violent enough to surpass the 25-battle death threshold for civil war (“rebel groups”)
relative to the number of total armed groups. Data comes from the Armed Group Dataset.
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3 Theory

I argue civil wars occur, in part, due to asymmetric information about an armed group’s

ex ante capabilities and prospects. The state decides how much effort to expend against an

emerging rebel threat based on observable characteristics about an armed groups’ ex ante

capabilities. If a state conditions its efforts on these indicators, then this information should

only predict how much effort the state expends, not when war will occur (Fearon 1994;

Gartzke 1999). Rather, civil wars are more likely to occur when the state has uncertainty

about an armed group’s future strength, increasing the likelihood of misallocation. This

section theorizes under what conditions these mistakes are more likely to occur and how this

enables some types of armed group campaigns to be more likely to escalate over others.

This framework focuses on explaining how a state responds to an emerging rebel threat.

A state has an incentive to respond to a nascent armed group when the group is still

inchoate and easier to destroy. If an armed group’s trajectory is left unchecked, then it may

grow strong enough to escalate its violent campaign activities past the threshold denoting

civil conflict. The state’s strategy to address a potential civil war threat is to allocate

time, resources, and manpower to counterinsurgency operations to prevent group violence

from reaching that stage of conflict. It uses available information about an armed group’s

ex ante capabilities to extrapolate whether an armed group’s campaign trajectory might

result into a stronger, more serious threat. However, there is a cost-effectiveness tradeoff

with these allocation decisions due to different financial, organizational, and political costs.

Consequently, the state aims to optimize its level of investment across different types of

armed groups, dedicating more or less effort based on the group’s perceived risk.10

A state decides how much effort to allocate on the basis of observable characteristics

about an armed group’s expected capabilities. The state conditions the scope and scale of its

efforts to match the severity of the situation. If a state has good information about an armed

10This is similar to counterterrorism research on resource allocation problems in Rosendorff

and Sandler (2005), Bueno de Mesquita (2005), and Powell (2007a, 2007b).
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group’s prospective strength, then it can delegate an optimal amount of soldiers, weapons,

or policy concessions to neutralize the threat, preventing an armed group from escalating

its campaign to civil war. From a bargaining perspective, good information means the

state has relatively little uncertainty about the acceptable range of negotiated settlements,

increasing the likelihood it can make a political offer – such as a policy concession, political

representation, or other form of accommodation – less likely to be rejected (Walter 2009).

For example, in Bangladesh the Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the Jana Sanghati Samity

(JSS) attempted to negotiate a peaceful resolution to the Chittagong Hills Tract issue before

any signs of overt violence ever emerged (Kabir 2005). However, talks between Mujibur and

the JSS fell apart, leading to the group’s creation of an armed wing known as Shanti Bahini

and the start of a violent campaign which escalated into a larger conflict.

When the state conditions its response to an emerging rebel threat based on available

information it already has about an armed group’s capabilities, this results in a type of

“conflict neutrality”; the probability of civil war becomes independent of an armed group’s

initial observable strength. Paradoxically, matching implies that available information about

an armed group’s prospective strength will not do a good job of predicting which armed group

campaigns escalate to civil war.

The matching logic assumes states are relatively unconstrained in their ability to respond

to armed groups. However, weak states may lack the same skills or resources to neutralize

armed groups due to budget shocks, corruption, or the need to suppress other armed groups.

For example, Burhanuddin Rabbani’s Afghan government struggled to divert resources from

its fight against Hekmatyar Gulbuddin’s Hizb-e Islami when the Afghan Taliban emerged

in 1994. The Taliban proved ultimately to overpower the government and take over the

capital. Similar problems emerged in Somalia a decade later because the transitional federal

government could not forcibly repel Al-Shabaab. When weak states cannot counter even

a clearly visible threat, then an armed group’s initial observable strength becomes tied to

the probability of civil war again. From a bargaining perspective, the costs of negotiating a
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peaceful resolution are greater than the costs of fighting, leading to a militarized response.

Given the resource constraint challenge faced by weak states, we expect the “neutrality”

prediction to hold less often in weak states than in strong states. Weaker states struggle to

neutralize even moderately strong threats. Consequently, this implies available information

about an armed group’s prospective strength should do a better job predicting civil war in

weak states than in strong states.

hypothesis 1: Observable group-level risk indicators should predict civil war better in

weak states than in strong states.

In addition, the neutrality logic implies different types of organizational characteristics

should be associated with civil war across strong and weak states. This leads to several

corollaries to help explain patterns of civil war within states. As it becomes harder for

weak states to condition their counterinsurgency efforts, group-level indicators of ex ante

observable strength should start to predict civil war relatively well again. This expects that

the types of armed groups most likely to escalate their campaigns in weak states are those

associated with more ex ante observable strength.

corollary a: In weak states, group characteristics associated with ex ante observable

strength should be predictive of civil war.

If states have the resources to effectively condition their counterinsurgency responses,

then group capability indicators should be associated with non-escalation, or the absence of

conflict. This suggests the probability of civil war increases when the state makes a mistake,

using either too much or too little force against an armed group.

When a state has uncertainty about an armed group’s potential strength and prospects,

then mismatch can occur. Uncertainty makes repressing armed groups much harder to

conduct because officials are unsure about the necessary scale and scope of efforts.11 As

11In the appendix, I present a short formal model of this intuition to further illustrate how

this parameter increases the likelihood of civil war. The main comparative static of interest

is how varying uncertainty affects the probability of war. In short, the model shows that
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the state grows more uncertain about an armed group, then it risks misallocating either too

little or too much effort to suppress the armed group, increasing the risk of civil war. This

is consistent with existing bargaining models of war, which find increasing uncertainty can

raise the risk of a bargaining failure.

If the state underestimates an armed group’s trajectory, then the state may allocate too

little to combat the group. Under this condition, an armed group can continue to grow

unabated, leading to civil war, as seen in the cases of the African National Congress in

South Africa, Shining Path in Peru, or the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist in Nepal.

Counterinsurgency efforts are insufficient to degrade and destroy an emerging rebel threat.

Conversely, if the state overestimates the armed group’s strength and allocates more

resources then necessary, then its counterinsurgency efforts can – in some cases – effectively

destroy the group. However, excessive force also risks harming noncombatants and radicalizing

moderates. Under this condition, too much force can backfire and lead to an influx of new

support as seen by the effect of Operation Marquetalia which contributed to the rise of

the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in 1964, Operation Blue Star which

contributed to the Khalistan Commando Force’s campaign in 1984, or Operation Ring which

catalyzed the Nagorno-Karabkh conflict in 1991.12 The state’s reaction can lead an armed

group, emboldened with new support, to escalate its campaign to civil war soon thereafter.

These scenarios implies that mismatch is more likely to occur when the state is missing

information about an armed group. Collecting information about the potential threat of

an armed group is difficult in any state. I argue that uncertainty about an armed group’s

capabilities is essentially a problem about an armed group’s visibility to the state.13 If the

the probability of war is increasing with respect to the amount of uncertainty surrounding a

group and independent of an armed group’s capabilities.
12See Leech (2011) for Operation Marquetalia and the FARC, Singh (2002) for Operation

Blue Star and Khalistan Commando Force, and Melander (2001) on Operation Ring and the

Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.
13For a similar take on legibility and repression, see Scott (1998), Lee and Zhang (2017),
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armed group is more visible, then the state has less uncertainty about its’ capabilities because

the state is better able to collect good information. If the armed group is less visible, then the

state is more likely to miscalculate against it. In other words, armed group characteristics

associated with being less visible will be more predictive of civil war than characteristics

associated with observable strength.14

corollary b: In weak and strong states, group characteristics associated with less visibility

should be predictive of civil war.

If poor visibility drives the risk of mismatch, then one solution to avert potential mismatch,

especially underestimation, would be to dedicate extra resources to combat any one armed

group. However, this strategy is costly and may not always arise for at least three reasons.

First, spending extra resources against any given threat may be unfeasible due to the

organizational or political costs involved. Second, there is an additional opportunity cost

to spending resources to combat one group, but not another. When Israel faced Fatah and

Hamas in 1987 and Uzbekistan faced Hizb-ut-Tahrir and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan

in 1999, each state chose to concentrate resources to combat one threat over the other. In

so doing, Israel and Uzbekistan inadvertently enabled the other armed group to launch a

more formidable challenge. Third, this type of hedging increases the risk of over-allocating

resources, which can risk exacerbating the situation through the use of excessive force.

Regardless of whether the state hedges, this argument implies that few ex ante observable

risk indicators will predict escalation to civil war in a state with relatively strong capabilities.

States collect information about an armed group’s ex ante observable characteristics in order

to assess its threat and allocate counterinsurgency efforts to prevent the group’s violent

campaigns from intensifying into civil war. These risk indicators are good predictors of

and Blaydes (2018).
14Poor information can drive conflict dynamics in both strong and weak states, but the

framework implies additional - and different - types of characteristics should emerge in weak

states relative to strong states.
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non-escalation, but poor predictors of civil war. Instead, an armed group’s propensity for

civil war often depends on its unobservable characteristics or pure chance making it hard to

respond in advance.

To test the above implications, I turn to existing research to better assess what types

of observable group-level characteristics the state might condition its response on and how

these affect the risk of civil war.

4 Assessing Strength and Visibility

In order to identify what potential risk indicators correspond with an armed group’s observable

strength or visibility, I draw on prominent cases and existing research on rebel groups.

Observably stronger armed groups are defined by their ability to accumulate resources,

attract supporters, and fight effectively. Information about these ex ante organizational

characteristics can help states extrapolate whether an armed group is likely to evolve into

a credible civil war threat. If armed groups are already observably strong, then there is a

high risk they have the capabilities necessary to intensify violent campaign activities past

the point of civil war.

Armed groups formed by members with combat experience should be observably stronger

than other types of armed groups. Armed groups with ex-police, ex-military, ex-government,

or foreign fighters may already have the technical knowledge or military prowess to stage a

highly effective campaign against the state. Existing research already notes purges and

defections can lead to a cadre of ex-regime officials who leverage their experience and

knowledge about state counterinsurgency efforts “to use this information to attack the

government” (Roessler 2011, 315). If an armed group has members with observable veteran

fighting experience, then the state may assess its violent campaign prospects as more threatening

than others. For example, the defection of several high-ranking military officers from the

Syrian Armed Forces to create the Free Syrian Army (FSA) in July 2011 raised the spectre
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of a credible organized threat against the Assad regime. Violence escalated to the point of

civil war as the relatively strong FSA repeatedly clashed with Syrian military forces.

Relatedly, this suggests other types of armed groups with combat experience or capabilities

should be observably stronger threats. If two existing armed groups merge together, this

may accumulate capabilities and make the new observable campaign relatively stronger. In

contrast, if an armed group forms by splintering away from a parent organization, then this

fragmented armed group may be weaker.

Some armed groups may be advantaged in their ability to grow militarily stronger

than other groups, raising their risk profile. Access to different local networks can help

an armed group accrue enough support to elude detection and intensify their campaign’s

violent activities, escalating to the point of civil war (Weinstein 2006; Staniland 2014; Lewis

2017). For example, student or veteran networks provide a natural membership base that can

organize quickly and strong enough to launch a rebellion before the state detects armed group

formation. Armed groups operating in more ethnically homogeneous areas can organize more

freely than armed groups operating in more heterogeneous areas allowing them to acquire

more resources (Lewis 2017).

In the same vein, political aims or ideological goals may also advantage some armed

groups over others. Separatist campaigns may be more likely to become civil wars than

center-seeking campaigns because of their well-defined recruitment base and ability to control

territory (Buhaug 2006; Cronin 2009). Separatist armed groups may be more able to quickly

accumulate the resources necessary to fight a civil war than a center-seeking campaign.

Ideological goals can also signal information about a group’s potential to receive external

support, which could bolster its campaigns potential strength and risk for civil war (Kalyvas

and Balcells 2010). For example, communist vanguard movements during the Cold War

were more likely to receive external support from state sponsors than non-ideological groups.

Ethno-nationalist groups may receive diaspora support from neighboring countries in order

to subvert an existing regime.
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Motivations to fight a civil war may also vary in their intensity across armed groups due

to perceived political, economic, or ethnic grievances (Gurr 1970; Horowitz 1985). Existing

research suggests ethnic groups discriminated from power are more likely to fight than

ethnic groups, which enjoy some power, or excluded ethnic groups because the intensity of

their grievance is stronger (Cederman, Wimmer, and Min 2010). If more intense grievances

motivate more fighters or supporters to back an armed group’s campaign, then this could

result in some observably stronger ethnic armed groups over others. For example, discriminated

ethnic groups may appear potentially stronger than others because they have a larger pool

of potential recruits more willing to fight than ethnic armed groups with more political

opportunities to peacefully address their aims.

These characteristics capture some of the available information states may use to identify

and respond to the risk of potential civil war threats. If states can only condition their

response on this set of group-level information when they are relatively unconstrained,

then we expect this aggregate set of information should predict the prevalence of civil war

differently across states.

In contrast, other group-level factors can make it more difficult to estimate an armed

group’s potential trajectory. Various challenges make it hard to collect good information

and assess the initial strength of armed groups with any great precision, which consequently

increases the likelihood of miscalculation. There are at least three types of characteristics

associated with uncertainty to take into consideration.

First, armed groups operating in the state’s periphery may reveal less information than

groups closer to the capital. In these peripheral areas, the state has a harder time monitoring

and learning about an armed group’s capabilities (Condra 2010; Tollefsen and Buhaug 2015).

Proximity to the border can also make it easier for an armed group to establish an external

base, providing additional cover and make it harder to detect the group’s strength (Salehyan

2009; Carter 2012). Similarly, building on previous research, armed groups operating in

inaccessible mountainous terrain can be less visible to the state (Fearon and Laitin 2003;
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Carter et al. 2019). Armed groups conducting transnational attacks in other countries may

be less visible to the state due to challenges associated with intelligence-sharing.

Second, ethnic armed groups excluded from power may be less visible than ethnic armed

groups with some political power. State governments sometimes target and exclude ethnic

groups from power in order to stave off potential inner threats to the regime. However,

political exclusion can also create massive intelligence challenges about the potential risk

of external ethnic armed group threats. “Even if [the state] has familiarity with the local

terrain, their inability to penetrate the rivals’ ethnic networks makes it difficult for them to

acquire accurate information about dissident activities” (Roessler 2016, 316) . This, in turns

suggests ethnic political exclusion is associated with greater amounts of uncertainty.

In some cases, these factors may also be associated with an armed group’s strength so

the tests below are not decisive. However, this paper builds on existing research that treats

these indicators as affecting the state’s amount of information by impeding detection and

monitoring abilities.15

In addition, I also suggest a final risk indicator – an armed group’s recent appearance –

is associated with less visibility and relatively uncorrelated with observable strength. The

key idea is that newer group campaigns mask some latent, unobservable characteristic that

affect the group’s propensity for civil war. As an armed group ages, it might have more

time to aggregate capabilities, but it also develops a reputation and becomes more visible.

Newer armed groups have conducted fewer attacks to signal their potential capabilities,

which makes it harder to assess their expected capabilities and incorporate this information

into counterinsurgency planning.16

Drawing on these insights, I coded a series of group-level risk indicators to assess what

information might predict escalation to civil war onset. Table 4.1 summarizes how these

15See, for example, Salehyan (2009), Tollefsen and Buhaug (2015) and Carter et al. (2019).
16Further, by selection arguments, we would expect a negative correlation because stronger

groups should be able to survive longer (Crenshaw 1991; Rapoport 1992).
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different organizational characteristics map onto an armed group’s ex ante strength and

visibility.

Table 4.1: How Organizational Characteristics Correspond to Observable
Strength and Uncertainty A list of group-level risk indicators for civil war where strength
indicators relate information about an armed group’s ex ante observable capabilities. In
contrast, visibility indicators relate to characteristics that raise the state’s ex ante uncertainty
about the armed group’s capabilities or prospects.

Strength Uncertainty
Ideological Goal
Combat Experience
Student Bases
Discriminated Ethnic Groups
Mergers and Political Organizations

Rough Terrain
Transnational Operations
Peripheral Operations
Excluded Ethnic Groups
Recent Appearance

The indicators listed in Table 4.1 imply a large number of organizational characteristics

could affect both an armed group’s strength and lack of visibility. This necessitates researching

and coding a large number of organizational characteristics across armed groups.

5 Data

If conventional wisdom is correct, then information about an armed group’s observable

strength should predict civil war relatively well across states. In contrast, the “neutrality”

logic expects that these characteristics should predict civil war in weak states, but not in

strong states. Instead, characteristics associated with more uncertainty should be more likely

to predict which campaigns transition to civil war.

I assess these predictions using original data on the organizational characteristic of armed

groups, which operated between 1970-2012. The population of armed groups comes from the

Armed Group Dataset. The dataset records organizational information about the activities

of 1,582 armed groups operating around the world between 1970 and 2012. It builds on

the population of proto-rebel organizations first identified in the Global Terrorism Database

(GTD). It then matches overlapping entries in the GTD to those also listed in the Uppsala
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Armed Conflict Dataset in order to identify the subset of armed groups that surpass the

threshold for civil conflict. An armed group is defined as an organized and independent

group of non-state actors that justify their use of violence in the pursuit of political control.

An organization is included in the dataset if it commits at least one act of political violence

during this timeframe. I restrict the analysis to potential rebel groups by only focusing on

armed groups that express politicized opposition against the state government. In practice,

this tends to omit pro-government militias, cartels, and criminal gangs from the analysis.

Since the GTD population basis starts in 1970, I omit groups that formed before then in

order to obviate the problem that there could be unobservable factors driving both formation

and civil war propensity for these groups. I exclude armed group campaigns that formed

before 1970 or previously escalated their campaigns to civil war prior to 1970, but continue to

operate - or re-escalate their campaign efforts - between 1970 and 2012. This excludes armed

groups like the Kachin Independence Organization in Myanmar, which first surpassed the

threshold for civil war onset in 1961, or the National Liberation Front of Chad (FROLINAT),

which first surpassed the threshold for civil war onset in 1966. Collectively, this leads to a

final population of 878 groups across 72 countries of which 235 surpass the 25-battle death

conflict threshold associated with “civil war” or “rebel group” status. 71 armed groups

eventually surpass the 1000-battle death threshold associated with higher intensity civil

war.

Building on previous group-level analyses of civil war, the unit of analysis is the state-armed

group dyad.17 The outcome variable is a binary measure recording whether an armed group’s

campaign becomes violent enough to reach the threshold commensurate with civil conflict.

It is coded as one if the armed group meets the 25-battle death civil war conflict threshold

in the Uppsala Armed Conflict Dataset and zero otherwise (Gleditsch et al. 2002).18 In

the robustness checks, I use a secondary measure demarcating whether an armed group’s

17See, for example, Cunningham et al (2009), Fortna (2015), and Braithwaite et al. (2019).
18See Lacina (2006) for more on this measurement, which requires both state and non-state

actors to clash. It is different from Uppsala’s one-sided violence measure where an armed
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campaign surpasses the 1000-battle death civil war conflict threshold.

Based on the risk indicators identified in Section 4, I incorporate the following variables

in the analysis (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Group-Level Risk Indicators A summary of different organizational
characteristics about armed groups included in the classifier model.

Political Aims Separatist/Autonomy-Seeking Aims
Ideological Goals Left-Wing Ideology

Right-Wing Ideology
Ethnonationalist Ideology
Centrist Ideology
Religious Ideology
Anarchist Ideology

Method Formation Splinter
Former Militia Politicizes
Merger
Political Party Militarizes

Recent Appearance Group Campaign Duration/Age
Social Base Recruitment Student Base

Labor Base
Veteran Fighter Base
Religious Community Base

Ethnic Political Status Discriminated
Powerless
Irrelevant

Geographic Operations External Base
Transnational Attacks
Log Minimum Distance to Border (km)
Average Percent of Mountainous Terrain
Log Minimum Distance to Capital (km)

group or state unilaterally kills 25 state or non-state actors in an attack.
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The Armed Group Dataset (AGD) builds on recent efforts by Braithwaite and Cunningham

(2019) to expand scholarly understanding about the origins and initial organization of armed

group campaigns. The AGD records information about the armed group’s date of formation,

first violent attack, ideological goals, political aims, initial social membership base, ethnic

ties, and transnational operations based on different news articles, declassified intelligence

assessments, think tank reports, and scholarly sources. I code a series of dichotomous

variables based on an armed group’s initial political aims, ideological goals, how it initially

formed as an armed group, and from what social base it initially recruited its leadership or

founding members. I also include information about the length of an armed group’s campaign

from when it first initiated violence until it ended. To assess the external validity of these

codings, I randomly sample rebel groups from the Foundations of Rebel Group Emergence

dataset and cross-check ideological goals and organizational bases against the AGD. I find

similar results across these samples suggesting the codings are relatively accurate.

I code additional information about an armed group’s ethnic base of recruitment based

based on the Ethnic Power Relations dataset (Vogt et al. 2015). These variables use

information about the ethnic base of an armed group to measure its ethnic political status

in the year it first used violence. I differentiate between excluded ethnic groups – meaning

they are irrelevant or powerless – and discriminated ethnic groups. The reference category

is whether the ethnic base is unclear, the ethnic base has some power, or has autonomous

status.

I also code information about an armed group’s geographic operations based on approximately

47,000 geocoded violent attacks listed in the Global Terrorism Database (GTD) (Figure

5.1).19

19I exclude all attacks by unidentified assailants and rebel attacks, which occur after

an armed group reaches the civil war threshold of violence. I also exclude attacks which

cannot be geocoded to at least the second-order administrative district within the country

of opposition.
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Figure 5.1: Geographic Distribution of Armed Group Attacks. A map of Sub-Saharan
Africa showing some of the geocoded violent attacks from the GTD which map onto different
armed groups. Lighter (yellow) dots indicate rebel group attacks. Darker (blue) dots indicate
proto-rebel group attacks. For each armed group, I use the location of their attacks to discern
roughly where they operate.

I map an armed group’s area of operations based on a 50km buffer zone around where it

conducts attacks and incorporate information from the PRIO-GRID spatial dataset about

where armed groups operate in the first year they use violence (Tollefsen et al. 2012). I

measure where armed groups operate, including their logged closest distance to the border,

logged closest distance to the capital and average amount of mountainous or rough terrain.

For the cross-sectional analysis, only a few characteristics are time-varying. Armed groups

evolve over time in response to state efforts and their aims, goals, or areas of operations may

change. As a result, I code information based on an armed group’s initial violent appearance.

In order to accomplish this, the dataset focuses on finding early intelligence assessments or

newspaper records about when a group first appeared.

There are two potential sources of bias with these indicators. First, there is a possibility
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that the state does not condition its efforts on some of the risk indicators included in this

analysis. If true, this would bias against the “neutrality” result because it would expect

group-level information should poorly predict civil war in both weak and strong states.

Further, it would expect that a large number of risk indicators would be relevant predictors.

Second, there is the possibility the state conditions its efforts on more information than what

the dataset records. For example, the dataset does not record information about initial group

size, financing, weaponry types, external support, or other organizational characteristics

which are likely relevant. If these characteristics are relevant predictors of group strength,

then omitting them from the analysis would bias in favor of the “neutrality” result. In order

to minimize this possibility, I include potential proxies for group size or external support –

such as separatist aims or communist ideology – that could make some groups stronger than

others.

A key conditioning variable in the theory is whether a state is strong (unconstrained)

or weak (constrained). Consistent with previous research, I measure constraints based on

variation in a state’s bureaucratic and military capacity (Hendrix 2010). Conflict is often

endogenous to economic growth so I demarcate weak and strong states based on their gross

domestic product in the decade before my analysis starts. I use data from the World Bank

and Penn World Tables to measure a country’s GDP per capita, averaging these estimates

between 1960-1969 to check against potential outliers. I consider states weak if their GDP

per capita fall in the bottom third of at risk states. If the state formed after 1969, then I use

their GDP per capita in the first year of existence. This decision rule leads to a population

of 24 weak states like Chad, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Nepal. I consider the

other 58 states in the population like South Africa, Colombia, and Russia, strong states.20

20In the Appendix, I conduct the analysis using different capacity measures derived from

an unsupervised learning exercise and find similar results.
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6 Results

Different supervised learning techniques are employed to assess the theory. The convention in

quantitative conflict research is to rely on parametric regression methods for hypothesis-testing.

However, these regression methods are not the best suited to answer the question posed here

due to both the large number of relevant indicators and the predictive nature of the theory’s

implications. Including all of the variables listed in Table 4.1 runs up against two possible

problems. First, risk indicators may be statistically significant indicators, but harbor very

little predictive power. Linear regression methods could falsely lead us to assume more

variables are relevant predictors of civil war than they are in reality. Second, these variables

can create a dimensionality problem because the number of indicators is very large compared

to the number of observations. This runs the risk of model overfitting and producing spurious

correlations about the causes of civil war (Ward et al. 2010).

This article builds on a growing set of research that navigates these issues by using

machine learning techniques to examine the correlates of conflict.21 Machine learning techniques

provide a more flexible approach because they require fewer assumptions than linear regression

methods about the underlying data generating process. Further, the hypotheses are all

centered around predicting escalation to civil war onset – a task at which machine learning

excels. The main goal of classification is to minimize the prediction error – or misclassification

rate – on a training set and maximize the predictive accuracy of the model on a test set.

Prediction requires the creation of an out-of-sample validation set to test how well a model

built around one set of data does on another set. I accomplish this by randomly partitioning

the data into a training and test (validation) set for each state type. For strong states, the

training set contains 468 groups and the test set contains 161 groups.22 For weak states, the

training set contains 180 groups and the test set contains 62 groups.

21See, for example, Hill and Jones (2014), Colaresi and Mahmood (2017), and Mueller and

Rauh (2018).
22Transnational groups appear in multiple countries.
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The classifier model includes all the indicators listed in Table 5.1. The baseline reference

for how well the model performs is the No Information Rate (NIR), which measures the

expected accuracy if the model predicted the majority class – that an armed group does

not escalate its campaign – for each observation. Approximately 20% of armed groups

surpass the civil conflict threshold in the strong state sample and approximately 45% in

the weak state sample. Since conflict occurs less frequently in the strong state sample, the

classifier model can return a high, but non-informative, predictive accuracy of 80% simply

by predicting non-escalation for every armed group. This would return a sensitivity rate –

also known as the true positive rate – of 0% and a specificity rate – also known as the true

negative rate – of 100%. This class imbalance problem can make it harder to assess what

group-level indicators actually predict civil war. In order to improve the sensitivity of the

classifier, I follow conventional practice and oversample armed groups that surpass the civil

conflict threshold to increase the prevalence of civil conflict to 50% in each training sample

(Japkowicz and Stephen 2002; Wang 2019).

Methods Selection

I test the theory’s main hypothesis using tree-based modeling techniques. Tree-based models

are growing in popularity because these algorithms require very few assumptions about the

data and provide the model flexibility in case there are important nonlinear relationships in

the data.

Conditional inference random forests are an ensemble method in which the algorithm

builds a number of decision trees using a bootstrapped training sample (Strobl et al. 2008).

The algorithm creates a set of decision rules, choosing how to split the data at various nodes

in order to best explain variation in the outcome variable. Splitting variables that emerge

higher on an individual tree tend to explain more variation in the outcome than splitting

variables in lower branches. Random forests bootstrap different observations B times from

the training set and construct a single decision tree for each bootstrapped sample. Each
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time the tree considers a new decision rule, it does so by considering a split among a group

of randomly sampled variables chosen from Table 5.1. This helps decorrelate the predictions

between trees.

Conditional inference forests are preferable to other random forest methods, which can

produce biased estimates about variable importance when comparing continuous with categorical

variables or when covariates are largely correlated (Strobl et al. 2007; Hill and Jones 2014).

It is also useful to examine whether there is suggestive evidence for the two corollaries.

Conditional inference forests can provide information about relative variable importance,

but does not perform variable selection in the same way as pruning methods for conventional

decisions trees. To perform variable selection, I use a second tree-based method known as

Bayesian Additive Regression Trees (Chipman et al. 2010; Montgomery and Olivella 2018).

This method employs a permutation-based approach to identify relevant predictors based on

how often these variables emerge in decision trees (Bleich et al. 2014).

Hypothesis 1

The main hypothesis compares the predictive accuracy of civil war onset between strong

and weak states. If this hypothesis is correct, then conditioning an armed group’s civil war

risk based on public indicators should lead to better predictions of civil war in weak states

rather than strong states. In order to draw comparisons between these two samples, I build

a conditional forest using all variables listed in Table 5.1 and run it for both types of states.

A receiver operating curve (ROC) illustrates basic differences in classification accuracy

across the samples. ROC plots the sensitivity classification rate against the specificity

classification rate.23 The Area Under the Curve (AUC) measures how well the information

in the classifier correctly predicts whether an armed group leads to civil war or not. If a

23Recall that sensitivity measures the number of true positives over the sum total of true

positives and false negatives. Specificity measures the number of true negatives over the sum

of true negatives and false positives.
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classifier does better than the NIR, the AUC is larger.

Figure 6.1: Receiver Operating Curve and Fit Statistics for Different Models. The
area under the curve measures the model’s accuracy rate. Values closer to one represent a
better classification model. The sensitivity and specificity rates measure the model’s ability
to accurately predict true positives and true negatives on out-of-sample cases.
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Figure 6.1 show that the AUC is larger for the weak state model than it is for the

strong state model. The models return similar specificity rates, but vary substantially in

their sensitivity rates or ability to predict true positives. The weak state model accurately

predicts which armed groups escalate to civil war at nearly twice the rate as the strong state

model. In other words, information about armed groups in weak states is better able to

predict which groups leads to civil war then in strong states.

I compare additional fit statistics across the models to assess Hypothesis 1. One fit

statistic is the probability of observing an accuracy rate significantly different than the

expected no information rate. The accuracy rate for the weak state model is significantly

different from the NIR (p = 0.06). The accuracy rate for the strong state model is not

significantly different from the expected NIR (p = 0.54). This suggests that the weak state

model outperforms the strong state model.
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The kappa statistic assesses the likelihood that a model would classify which armed

groups transition to civil war better than pure chance, ranging from zero (pure chance) to one

(perfect agreement). Higher Kappa statistics suggest the model does a better job classifying

armed groups within particular types of states and vice versa. The Kappa statistic for the

weak state sample is 0.578 and the Kappa statistic for the strong state sample is 0.294.

The difference is substantively large, indicating large variation in model performance. When

two states have similar information about an armed group’s observable strength, relatively

unconstrained states are better able than constrained states to act on this information than

constrained states and condition their response. Available information about an armed

group’s threat does a reasonable job predicting civil war in weak states, but not in strong

states.

Corollaries A and B

As a plausibility test, I also examine what group-level risk indicators predict civil war across

states. Although variable selection techniques are not used for statistical inference, variable

importance plots can reveal whether these indicators are consistent with the neutrality story.

The two corollaries suggest characteristics associated with observable strength should be

relatively important in weak states. Corollary A expects that ex ante observable strength

characteristics should be relatively important risk indicators in weak states. Corollary B

expects that characteristics associated with less visibility should be relatively important

indicators in both strong and weak states. I apply a permutation-based approach to two

tree-based methods to examine relative variable importance.

The standard way to illustrate the results of a random forest is through a variable

importance plot (Figure 6.2). In random forests, the relative importance of a variable is

measured by how much its exclusion results in a mean decrease in accuracy. The mean

decrease in accuracy metric is straightforward. It measures how much the global predictive

accuracy of the model changes when a permutation of the model excludes that one variable
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relative to other correlated covariates. The more a single variable’s exclusion reduces the

accuracy of the model, the more important it is.

Figure 6.2: Relative Variable Importance Plots for Different Models. This plot
shows the relative variable importance plot of the top ten variables in the classifier. A
permutation-based approach is used to measure relative importance based on changes in the
model’s classification accuracy. Larger permutation scores indicate more important variables.
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The variable importance plots provide two pieces of support for Corollaries A and B.

The results show that group-level risk indicators differ across states. For strong states,

the relatively most important group-level indicators are not characteristics associated with

relative strength, but characteristics associated with more uncertainty. Group age, distance,

and rough mountainous terrain are all features that reduce the state’s ability to get good

information about a group’s capabilities. In contrast, the relatively most important group-level

indicators associated with civil war in weak states include characteristics associated with both

an armed group’s ex ante observable strength, including the group’s ethnic political status

and combat experience, and visibility.

In addition, the permutation importance of these features varies across cases. Few

features significantly affect the predictive accuracy of civil war in strong states. Removing

information about an armed group’s age from the analysis changes the strong state model’s

predictive accuracy by less than 10% if excluded. An armed group’s risk for civil war in
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strong states is not strongly driven by any observable characteristics. Removing information

about whether an armed group represents a discriminated ethnic group changes the weak

state model’s predictive accuracy by over 30% if excluded. Information about observable

strength characteristics substantially affects the predicted risk an armed group’s campaign

escalate to civil war in a weak state.

To further probe which variables are most important, I use a second tree-based method

known as Bayesian Additive Regression Trees. The variable selection findings do not change.

The algorithm works by performing two types of variable selection, differentiated by the

threshold inclusion stringency. The model builds a series of simple decision trees. Each

variable in the classifier initially has an equal probability of inclusion as a splitting variable.24

For each series, the model returns a variable inclusion proportion, which records the number

of times a variable appears in a tree. Higher variable inclusion proportions indicate more

important variables. For each variable, it then creates a distribution of inclusion proportions

across a series of permutations.

The local approach identifies a variable x as relevant if its inclusion proportion falls above

the 1 − α quantile of the permutation distribution for x. I include the results from a more

restrictive global approach in the Appendix for reference.25

Corollary A expects that ex ante observable strength characteristics should be relatively

important risk indicators in weak states. Figure 6.3 shows which predictors are most relevant

in weak states based on whether they fall above the 90% quantile of the permutation

distribution. According to the local threshold, the most significant risk indicators are

24In other words, the prior probability of variable inclusion is relatively non-informative

and so the posterior predictions return estimates similar to a conventional frequentist

approach.
25Consistent with Bleich et al. (2014), I report the results from both approaches because

it is difficult to know which stringency measure is preferable for observational data. I set

α = 0.10. The relevant indicators are not very different.
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frequently associated with an armed group’s observable strength: strong ethnic grievances,

whether an armed group has recently merged with another group, and veteran fighting

population. Some variables, like age, appears in a decision tree multiple time and have a

high inclusion proportion, but are not relevant. This occurs because the proportion value is

not extreme enough to fall above the 1 − α quantile. This is more likely to occur when the

distribution is relatively concentrated around a particular value.

Figure 6.3: Variable Selection for Weak State Sample. A permutation-based approach
is used to identify relevant variables based on a flexible (local) procedure. Relevant predictors
are measured based on whether their variable inclusion proportions fall above the 90%
quantile of a permuted distribution. Relevant predictors are indicated by solid dots.
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Figure 6.4 shows which predictors are most relevant in the strong state subsample. The

local threshold approach shrinks the set of relevant variables from 24 to 3 characteristics,

removing 87% of the input variables. Consistent with Corollaries A and B, the relevant risk

indicators are not those most plausibly associated with ex ante strength potential. Political

aims, ideology, and social networks fall below the threshold for inclusion. Importantly, this

does not write off these factors as irrelevant in the study of civil war onset. Indeed, we already

know there are important differences between the causes of separatist or center-seeking

conflicts (e.g. Sambanis 2001). Rather, the results indicate the predictive power of these

factors is relatively limited compared to a group’s age or geographic operations. As a result,

these findings remain overall consistent with the neutrality story.
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Figure 6.4: Variable Selection for Strong State Sample. Relevant predictors are
measured based on whether their variable inclusion proportions fall above the 90% quantile
of a permuted distribution. Relevant predictors are indicated by solid dots.
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7 Alternate Tests

The machine learning results provide evidence that group-level indicators associated with ex

ante uncertainty tend to predict civil war in strong states consistent with an informational

theory of civil war. However, there are a few potential threats to inference which could

undermine the internal validity of those results.

One selection concern is that armed groups do not emerge randomly across countries.

If observably stronger groups consistently form in weaker states more frequently than other

types of armed groups, then this could increase the baseline probability these groups transition

to civil war. This selection problem poses a threat to inference if state-level conditions

conducive to civil war also make it easier for these types of armed groups to transition to civil

war independent of their observable strength. Since multiple armed groups operate within

the same state, the observable expectation is that controlling for country-level factors that

increase the likelihood of formation should ameliorate the significance of relevant group-level

indicators.

In order to see whether the machine learning results hold when comparing armed groups

within states, I run a linear probability model estimating the probability of civil war across

armed groups in both strong and weak states. A limit to decision tree approaches is that as
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a tree grows larger (e.g. has more branches), it loses generalizability because it is overfitting

to the training data. A linear probability model with a few well-justified variables can test

whether a variable is substantively and statistically significant.

The models estimate the probability of civil war onset using the relevant predictors

identified via Bayesian Additive Regression Trees. The model is run with and without

country fixed effects to control for country-level factors that could affect an armed group’s

propensity to escalate its campaign to civil war. This also helps to account for non-random

differences in the types of armed groups that emerge in states with different resource constraints.

Standard errors are clustered by country to control for correlated errors across groups within

countries. The results are shown in Table 7.1.

The regression results provide additional insight into how different organizational characteristics

affect the probability of civil war onset. Consistent with Hypothesis 1, the R2 – or proportion

of variation in civil war explained by a few group-level characteristics – is much larger in

weak states than in strong states. Information about armed groups does not explain civil

war in strong states as well as it does in weak states.

The results also assess whether risk indicators have the directional effect on civil war

expected by Corollaries A and B. The base rate difference between an armed group transitioning

to civil war in a weak state is 10%. In Models 1 and 2, observable strength characteristics,

including ethnic discrimination, whether a group has previously merged with another armed

group, and veteran fighting base, have a positive risk of civil war in weak states, but only

ethnic discrimination and recent merger are statistically significant predictors within states.

In Models 3 and 4, key visibility characteristics have the predicted direction on civil war

risk. An armed group’s age is negative and statistically significant. In Model 3, for example,

a 1% increase in an armed group’s age corresponds to a 6 percentage point decrease in

the probability an armed group becomes embroiled in civil war, holding all other variables

constant. Additional characteristics associated with less visibility, like border distance and

rough terrain, are also associated with an increased risk of civil war within strong states.
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Table 7.1: Cross-Sectional Model of Civil War Onset for Weak and Strong States.
A linear probability model estimating what organizational characteristics explain variation
in civil war onset. The outcome variable is whether an armed group’s campaign becomes
violent enough to lead to at least 25-battle deaths. The pooled model compares armed
groups across states; the within model compares armed groups within the same state.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
State Type Weak Weak Strong Strong
merger 39.51∗∗∗ 34.20∗∗∗

(6.51) (5.35)
eprdiscriminated 41.55∗∗∗ 43.55∗∗∗

(9.59) (9.10)
leftist 13.96 20.79∗

(10.00) (11.39)
veteranbase 15.52∗ 10.73

(7.94) (8.36)
lnage −5.81∗∗∗ −5.66∗∗∗

(1.64) (1.44)
avgmtnterrain 9.97 26.75∗∗∗

(9.24) (5.52)
lnborderdist −3.40∗∗∗ −4.20∗∗

(1.09) (2.01)
Country FE N Y N Y
R2 0.16 0.36 0.05 0.27
Adj. R2 0.15 0.29 0.04 0.20
Num. obs. 251 251 594 594
RMSE 45.89 41.81 39.87 36.47
∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1 DV multiplied by 100. SE clustered by country.

This suggests that the model explains group-level variation in civil war risk within countries

as well.

A second concern is that the 25-battle death threshold for civil war is too low which

could be associated with two potential theoretical problems. On one hand, it is possible

that less visible armed groups surpass the 25-battle death threshold, but only observably

strong armed groups have the means to intensify a campaign past the 1000-battle death

threshold. For example, the Tunisian Armed Resistance surprised the Tunisian government

when it launched a rebellion in January 1980 that resulted in three dozen casualties (Shuja

1982). However, the government was able to quickly suppress the uprising and arrest group
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members within two days. Poor information initially created a problem, but the government

was quickly able to learn about the group and recalibrate its response to effectively suppress

the group before it could transform into a larger conflict.

On the other hand, if the state responds with excessive force, then the subsequent

counterinsurgency response could erroneously make it seem as if the group’s campaign

had initiated a civil war. For example, the Saudi Arabian group al-Jamaa al-Salafiyya

al-Muhtasiba (JSM) gained notoriety in November 1979 when it seized the Grand Mosque

in Mecca (Trofimov 2008). Saudi Special Forces raided the mosque after two weeks to regain

control, resulting in hundreds of deaths. The clash between JSM and Saudi forces surpasses

the lower threshold for civil conflict due to the state’s repressive actions – not the armed

group’s violent activities.

If the conflict threshold in these models is too low, then we would expect raising the

threshold would drive observable strength characteristics to emerge as important predictors

in strong and weak states, undermining the two corollaries. However, we do not see evidence

consistent with this prediction when we examine the variable importance plots for the higher

civil war threshold dependent variable. Figure 7.1 suggests that visibility characteristics

remain relevant predictors in both strong and weak states. Group age is the most important

predictor followed by geographic distance and other measures associated with transnational

activities.26

Additional results in the Appendix show that a range of modeling specifications and

alternate state capacity measures do not affect these conclusions. I use alternate measures

of state capacity derived from principal component analysis to see whether reclassifying

states affects support for Hypothesis 1. I also assess how the explanatory power of the same

set of covariates varies across weak and strong states. Throughout a battery of specifications,

the results do not substantially change.

26BART results are included in the Appendix for reference and find similar results.
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Figure 7.1: Relative Variable Importance Plots for Higher Civil War Threshold
Models. This plot shows the relative variable importance plot of the top ten variables in
the classifier. The dependent variable is whether an armed group’s campaign surpasses the
1000-battle death threshold. Larger permutation scores indicate more important variables.
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8 Conclusion

This paper advances a theory to explain why some armed groups escalate their campaigns

to civil war while others do not. In essence, it is a story about why states sometimes makes

mistakes in response to emerging rebel threats. In strong states, efforts to neutralize less

visible armed groups sometimes fail because of miscalculation. In weak states, efforts to

counter observably strong armed groups sometimes fail because of resource constraints.

Using an original dataset and machine learning techniques, I find evidence to support this

theory. Because the state conditions its efforts based on observable strength characteristics,

available group-level risk indicators poorly predict civil war in strong states, but not in weak

states. Further, variable selection techniques and statistical regressions present suggestive

evidence that the relative importance of capability indicators vary across states. Strong

armed groups - characterized by ethnic ties, organizational structures, or political aims - are

more likely to cause civil wars in weak states. Less visible armed groups - characterized by

age, distance, and area of operations - pose a threat in both strong and weak states.
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For scholars, this research advances academic debates about the causes of civil war and

effect of uncertainty on war. It provides a more fine-grained analysis of why some armed

groups lead to civil war, but other do not. These results can inform conflict prevention efforts

and debates over counterinsurgency effectiveness. If states better understood which armed

groups in their countries are most serious, they could better develop targeted strategies to

de-escalate conflicts. It also introduces how more granular data on organizational characteristics

can enrich group-level analyses of conflict.

This paper also introduces opportunities for research on other pathways to civil war.

Domestic political incentives, for example, also likely affect the strategies states use to fight

armed groups. There is likely variation in how a state responds to armed groups, including

whether the state is more likely to use military force or offer concessions. Finally, the

framework for studying state responses to armed groups can be expanded to consider other

types of decision problems such as when states choose to sponsor armed groups in other

countries. There is a rich set of research to be done on the strategic interactions underpinning

civil conflict.
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